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Postfusional Control of Quantal Current Shape
was interpreted as evidence for partial vesicle fusion.Christian Pawlu,1 Aaron DiAntonio,2
and Manfred Heckmann1,* Partially fused synaptic vesicles can be reused immedi-
ately after exocytosis, probably without ever leaving the1Physiologisches Institut
Universita¨t Freiburg active zone (Pyle et al., 2000; Stevens and Williams,
2000). This reuse by immediate closure of the fusionD-79104 Freiburg
Germany pore, instead of fusion pore dilation, is reminiscent of a
concept that was initially proposed in the 1970s and later2 Department of Molecular Biology and
Pharmacology termed kiss-and-run (Ceccarelli et al., 1973; Valtorta et
al., 2001). During kiss-and-run, the nonexpanding fusionWashington University School of Medicine
St. Louis, Missouri 63110 pore may prevent dye from entering or escaping from
the vesicle. Stevens and Williams (2000) studied whether
the mode of vesicle fusion affects glutamate release.
They compared events that were correlated with FMSummary
dye release with those that were not and found that the
amplitude and rise time of miniature EPSCs at hippo-Whether glutamate is released rapidly, in an all-or-none
manner, or more slowly, in a regulated manner, is a campal synapses with transient opening of the fusion
pore and full membrane fusion are indistinguishable. Inmatter of debate. We analyzed the time course of excit-
atory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) at glutamatergic the light of these findings, further studies of EPSC time
courses may be rewarding and may provide informationneuromuscular junctions of Drosophila and found that
the decay phase of EPSCs was protracted to a variable about the mode of glutamate release into the synaptic
cleft. We performed a detailed analysis of the shape ofextent. The protraction was more pronounced in evoked
and spontaneous quantal EPSCs than in action poten- EPSCs at a glutamatergic neuromuscular junction. We
found that action potential (AP)-evoked compoundtial-evoked multiquantal EPSCs; reduced in quantal
EPSCs from endophilin null mutants, which maintain EPSCs initially decay faster than quantal EPSCs. To
clarify this observation, we analyzed EPSCs in wild-typerelease via kiss-and-run; and dependent on synapto-
tagmin isoform, calcium, and protein phosphorylation. and mutant Drosophila and arrived at the conclusion that
the time course of glutamate discharge from a vesicleOur data indicate that glutamate is released from in-
dividual synaptic vesicles for milliseconds through a depends on the kinetics of the vesicle fusion pore and
the molecular composition of the release machinery.fusion pore. Quantal glutamate discharge time course
depends on presynaptic calcium inflow and the molec-
ular composition of the release machinery. Results
Introduction Release was studied at abdominal neuromuscular junc-
tions of Drosophila larvae (Jan and Jan, 1976). Synaptic
The fundamental unit of synaptic transmission is the currents were recorded with an extracellular focal elec-
quantal event, which results from fusion of individual trode (FE) while a suction electrode (SE) was used to
synaptic vesicles with the presynaptic membrane (del stimulate the nerve (Figure 1A). The large event in Figure
Castillo and Katz, 1954; Dudel and Kuffler, 1961; Katz 1B is a multiquantal EPSC in response to an AP in the
and Miledi, 1963). The quantal hypothesis predicts that nerve. Release is elicited by the AP when it invades
exocytosis occurs in an all-or-none manner. Although the terminal and opens presynaptic calcium channels.
postfusional regulation of glutamate release was con- Instead of using an AP to open the calcium channels,
sidered possible (Rahamimoff and Fernandez, 1997), it it is also possible to depolarize the terminal directly
appeared unlikely until recently, because even a submil- through the focal electrode. Focal stimulation has the
lisecond flicker of a fusion pore with a conductance as advantage that the amplitude and duration of the depo-
found for neuroendocrine cells would empty a gluta- larization can be adjusted, whereas nerve stimulation
matergic vesicle if the vesicle contents were freely dif- generates an all-or-none response. Both methods of
fusible (Neher, 1993). This view has been questioned stimulation were used alternately in the recordings for
by an assessment of cleft glutamate concentration in Figures 1B and 1C. Weak depolarization of the presyn-
recordings from hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons, aptic terminal via the focal electrode evoked a small
leading to the conclusion that changes in the duration of EPSC, and nerve stimulation evoked a large EPSC (Fig-
fusion pore opening contribute to long-term potentiation ure 1B).
(Choi et al., 2000; Renger et al., 2001). Further evidence According to the quantal theory of synaptic transmis-
for glutamate release through nonexpanding fusion sion, both responses are expected to consist of uniform
pores came from investigations using Fei Mao (FM) dyes quanta. The time course of the quantal units sets a lower
(Klingauf et al., 1998; Pyle et al., 2000; Stevens and limit for the rise and decay time course of the compound
Williams, 2000). Glutamate release without destaining response. However, other factors, such as the syn-
of lipophilic dyes that were loaded into the vesicles chrony of release and the clearance of glutamate from
the cleft, also need to be considered. For example, with
several vesicles fusing at neighboring sites, transmitter*Correspondence: manfred.heckmann@physiologie.uni-freiburg.de
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Figure 1. Stimulation-Dependent EPSC Decays
(A) EPSCs were recorded with a focal electrode (FE) from neuromuscular junctions of Drosophila larvae at 20C  2C. Release was evoked
either by direct, weak depolarization of the presynaptic element through the focal electrode or by an action potential (AP) in the nerve that
was triggered with a second, stimulation electrode (SE). (B) Focal stimulation evoked small EPSCs that fluctuated in a quantal manner and
frequent failures, whereas nerve stimulation evoked large EPSCs and no failures. The arrows mark the time of stimulation (stimulation artifacts
were clipped for clarity). (C) Graphical superposition on an expanded timescale of the focally evoked EPSC (in gray) and the AP-evoked EPSC
(in black) from (B). The decay of the focally evoked EPSC is initially protracted and not well described by an exponential function (red line)
fitted to the later part of this current. (D) Average successive focally and AP-evoked EPSCs (n  368 events) in this experiment. Initially, the
average focally evoked EPSC clearly decays more slowly than the average AP-evoked EPSC. The red lines show fits of the current decays
with exponential functions and time constants of 2.7 ms, for the focally evoked EPSC, and 3.2 ms, for the AP-evoked EPSC. (E) Examples of
focally evoked EPSCs in an experiment with TTX (0.2 M) with “minimal” focal stimulation, adjusted in amplitude to obtain release in about
1 out of 10 pulses. In (Ed), a superposition of two putative quantal release events, which was rare at this level of stimulation, is illustrated.
The h (hump) values next to the traces provide a measure for the protraction of the current decay relative to idealized events (in red), which
were obtained as explained in (G). (F) Distribution of the peak amplitude of all events in this experiment. The data were fitted with Gaussian
functions with relative maxima that were given by a Poisson distribution of failures (4232) and events (769), according to del Castillo and Katz
(1954). The fit predicts 707 single events, 59 doubles, and 3 triplets and thus suggests that single quantal release events occurred predominantly.
(G) To quantify the hump, an idealized “current,” Ifit(t ), was constructed based on the measured data I(t ). Ifit(t ) was assembled from two
functions: Irise(t ), a linear approximation of the rising phase of I(t ), and Idecay(t ), a function fitted to the later part of the decay of I(t ) and shifted
to the left. Q is the area under I(t ), and F is the integral of Ifit(t ). The hump size h is the ratio of Q and F. (H) Distribution of the area ratio h. (I)
Plot of the rise time versus the area ratio h for the quanta in this experiment. (J) Mean area ratio h for focally evoked EPSCs, AP-evoked
EPSCs, and spontaneous EPSCs (events within a 200 ms window 50 ms after nerve stimulation) in experiments like those in (B). The large
circles show overall means  SEM. The asterisks indicate significant differences (p  0.05).
in the cleft may summate, and EPSC decay times may and focally evoked events, the two types of EPSCs were
aligned and normalized (Figure 1C). The averages of 368increase as release probability increases (Hartzell et al.,
1975; Magleby and Terrar, 1975; Otis et al., 1996; Wa- single traces are shown in Figure 1D. The two kinds of
EPSCs clearly differ in their initial decay phases. Thediche and Jahr, 2001).
To allow a comparison of the decay times of AP-evoked larger, AP-evoked EPSC falls initially faster than the
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focally elicited EPSC. This is apparent not only in aver- To quantify the hump, we fitted the tail of the decay
ages (Figure 1D) but also in single traces (Figure 1C). of each EPSC, extrapolated the fit to the peak current,
The later part of the current decays (from 60% of the and shifted this function to the intersection with the
peak amplitude) was fitted with an exponential function. current rise (Figure 1G). In this way, we obtained an
The average AP-evoked EPSC decayed with a time con- idealized, purely exponentially decaying template for
stant of 3.2 ms, and the focally evoked EPSC decayed each event. The area ratio h of the integrals of the mea-
with a time constant of 2.7 ms. In all experiments of this sured event (Q) and its template (F) was then calculated.
type, the later decay was slower in the larger, AP-evoked This procedure was applied to the quanta in Figure 1E,
EPSCs than in the focally elicited EPSCs (  4.2  0.7 and the distribution of h for all quantal events in this
versus 3.2  0.3 ms; n  5; p  0.031, one-sided), as experiment is shown in Figure 1H. In most events, the
is expected if glutamate clearance is delayed at higher area ratio h was around 1.5 (clear hump), but in a few
levels of release. While the increased decay time con- cases it was close to 1.0 (no hump). In seven experi-
stants of AP-evoked EPSCs may be due to interactions ments of this type, the mean area ratio h was 1.48 0.03.
between multiple release events, superpositions of re- The fact that almost all events had a hump, although
lease are unlikely to explain the protraction of the initial they were recorded at very low release levels (Figures
decay of the smaller, focally elicited EPSCs. 1F and 1H), and the lack of a correlation of hump size
and rise time (Figure 1I) argue against the interpretation
Protracted Decays in Quantal EPSCs that release from multiple vesicles (Wadiche and Jahr,
Currents were recorded in the presence of TTX (0.2 M) 2001) or distorted signals that are generated outside the
to block nerve excitability, using minimal focal stimula- electrode lumen (Wong et al., 1999) cause the hump.
tion that was adjusted to evoke release in about one Without a correlation of hump size and rise time, it is
out of ten pulses. At this low release level, failures occur also unlikely that the hump is due to compression of
predominantly, the majority of the events are singles the synaptic cleft (Stiles et al., 1996).
(Figures 1Ea–1Ec), and multiquantal release, which
looks like a superposition of two or more quantal EPSCs AP-Evoked EPSCs, Spontaneous EPSCs,
(Figure 1Ed), is rare. Figure 1F shows the amplitude and Vesicles with Different Diameters
distribution of all events (n  769) in response to5000 The area ratio h was also determined for AP-evoked
pulses in this recording. This distribution was fitted with EPSCs. Consistent with the impression that the hump
the sum of Gaussian functions whose relative maxima is reduced in response to an action potential in the
are given by a Poisson distribution of failures (4232) and nerve, the area ratio h was lower in AP-evoked EPSCs
events (769), according to del Castillo and Katz (1954). (1.26 0.06) than in EPSCs in response to focal stimula-
The distribution predicts 707 single events, 59 doubles, tion (1.56  0.04; n  5 experiments; p  0.031, one-
and 3 triplets. After obvious multiples (such as the one sided; Figure 1J). We also compared the shapes of fo-
in Figure 1Ed) and dubious candidates (e.g., those with cally evoked and spontaneous or asynchronous release
a biphasic or slow rise) were discarded, 541 events re- events (defined as all release events within a 200 ms
mained. These EPSCs are very likely to be quantal window 50 ms after nerve stimulation), analyzing the
events occurring from the fusion of single vesicles.
amplitude, rise time, decay time constant, and area ratio
Therefore, they will be referred to in the following as
h. Neither the amplitude (195  14 pA and 266  17 pA;
either “focally elicited quantal EPSCs” or simply “quantal
p  0.062), the rise time (0.79  0.04 ms and 0.59 currents.”
0.04 ms; p  0.062), the decay time constant (4.1 The mean 10%–90% rise time of the quanta in the
0.5 ms and 3.2  0.3 ms; p  0.062), nor the area ratiorecording for Figure 1F was 0.34  0.19 ms, the mean
h (1.48  0.05 and 1.56  0.04; p  0.156; Figure 1J)peak amplitude was 0.49  0.13 nA, and the mean
was significantly different. A relative increase in distantdecay time constant was 2.9  0.7 ms. The results of
events, with lower amplitude and a slower time course inseven experiments of this type were as follows: ampli-
focal recordings without stimulation (Wong et al., 1999),tude, 0.50  0.02 nA; rise time, 0.36  0.01 ms; decay
may account for a tendency of spontaneous events to-time constant, 3.1  0.2 ms. The quantal decay phase
ward lower amplitude and longer rise time. As the humpwas variable and could in some cases be described well
was not different in spontaneous and focally evokedwith an exponential function (as in Figure 1Eb) but was
EPSCs but was in both significantly more pronouncedoften protracted, as illustrated in Figures 1Ea and 1Ec.
than in AP-evoked EPSCs, the hump is unlikely to beWe observed a protraction (or “hump”) in all recordings
an artifact of focal stimulation.of focally elicited quantal EPSCs from wild-type Dro-
We wondered if biased sampling could be the reasonsophila.
why the hump is more pronounced in spontaneous andThe equivalent of what we have termed a hump has
focally evoked EPSCs than in AP-evoked EPSCs. Ourbeen observed before. For example, Crawford and Mc-
preparation is supplied by two separate motor axonsBurney (1977) found that, at glutamatergic neuromuscu-
with glutamatergic synapse-bearing varicosities of dif-lar junctions of Maia squinado, miniature currents can
ferent size (Figure 2A). For the two types of boutons, abe divided into a rapid rising phase, a “preexponential”
significant difference in quantal size that correspondsperiod, and an exponential part of the decay. Parnas et
to a difference in mean vesicle volume and transmitteral. (1991) described this phenomenon for decentralized
content was recently reported (Karunanithi et al., 2002).glutamatergic neuromuscular junctions of rock lobster,
On average, the larger, type-1b boutons contain smallerand Figure 4 of Wong et al. (1999) illustrates it for Dro-
synaptic vesicles than type-1s boutons. Is the humpsophila. The standard view, however, is that humps are
exceptions or artifacts without physiological relevance. smaller in response to an action potential because ac-
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1s boutons indicates that the glutamate content of the
larger vesicles causes partial receptor saturation. While
the mean quantal rise time was also significantly differ-
ent for the two types of boutons, the decay time constant
and area ratio h were similar. The area ratio h was signifi-
cantly lower in AP-evoked than in focally elicited EPSCs
in both types of boutons (Figure 2C, lower right panel).
Taken together, these results do not support the inter-
pretation that biased sampling or differences in vesicle
size, glutamate content, or receptor saturation are re-
sponsible for the smaller hump in AP-evoked EPSCs.
Quantal Decay Reflects the Time Course
of Cleft Glutamate
The deactivation of isolated Drosophila glutamate re-
ceptors is fast (Heckmann and Dudel, 1997) compared
to the mean quantal decay time constant. The quantal
decay was therefore unlikely to be directly shaped by
deactivation, and we wondered if the quantal decay
might be shaped by the time course of glutamate in the
synaptic cleft.
To test this hypothesis, we assessed synaptic gluta-
mate transients with the rapidly dissociating competitive
receptor antagonist -D-glutamylglycine (-DGG) (Clem-
ents et al., 1992; Liu et al., 1999). The rationale of this
approach is the nonequilibrium interaction between the
transient presence of glutamate and the continuousFigure 2. Receptor Saturation Cannot Explain the Hump
presence of the antagonist. The principles of mass ac-
(A) Fluorescence image of type-1b (big) and type-1s (small) boutons
tion predict that the higher the glutamate concentrationon muscles 6 and 7 in a larva with GFP-labeled junctions.
is, the milder the inhibition by the antagonist will be. In(B) Peak amplitude distributions of focally evoked EPSCs from a
type-1b and a type-1s bouton. The vertical lines in the distributions the limiting case of low transmitter concentration, the
indicate mean amplitudes. The skewness of each distribution (1b efficacy of the antagonist is directly related to its dissoci-
and 1s) is a measure for receptor saturation, with higher skewness ation constant, whereas at a higher transmitter concen-
indicating lower saturation (Franks et al., 2003). tration, the antagonist loses its effectiveness because
(C) While amplitude, skewness, and rise time were significantly dif-
of competition between transmitter and the antagonistferent (p  0.032, 0.031, and 0.015; n  7 and 6), neither the decay
for the receptor.time constant nor the area ratio h (p  0.25 and p  0.20) of type-
1b and type-1s boutons was significantly different. The mean area The following alternatives were considered. (1) The
ratio h of focally evoked EPSCs was significantly larger than that quantal decay is due to a brief transmitter spike and
of AP-evoked EPSCs in both type-1b (p  0.016) and type-1s bou- slower receptor deactivation than expected based on
tons (p  0.031). Thus, neither receptor saturation nor different data from isolated patches. (2) The quantal decay fol-
contributions from type-1b and type-1s boutons to focally and AP-
lows cleft glutamate. In both scenarios, amplitude andevoked EPSCs can explain the hump.
rise time may be reduced in the presence of -DGG,
depending on the cleft concentrations of glutamate and
antagonist and the receptor affinity for both compounds.tion potentials release preferentially smaller vesicles or
vesicles that contain less glutamate? To clarify this, we If the affinities are low and the cleft glutamate concentra-
tion is high, -DGG may have no or only a small effectcompared EPSCs from both types of boutons using
electrodes with small openings, which were placed se- on amplitude and rise time. However, the -DGG effect
on the current decay time constant is decisive. If thelectively on boutons of both types under visual control.
Representative amplitude distributions of focally evoked decay follows the fall in cleft glutamate (hypothesis 2),
-DGG should shorten the decay time constant. On thequantal currents from a type-1b and a type-1s bouton
are shown in Figure 2B. While the mean quantal ampli- other hand, if the decay is due to a brief glutamate spike
and slower receptor deactivation (hypothesis 1), the de-tude was significantly different, the mean coefficient of
variation (CV  SD/mean) was similar (0.299  0.014 cay time constant should be unchanged in the presence
of -DGG.and 0.298  0.011; p  0.89) for type-1b and type-1s
boutons, as reported by Karunanithi et al. (2002). The Distributions of quantal parameters from a recording
before and 15 min after switching to a solution thatskewness () of the amplitude distributions, another
measure for receptor saturation (Hanse and Gustafsson, contained 5 mM -DGG are shown in Figure 3A, and
summary plots of data from 17 experiments are shown2001; Franks et al., 2003), was significantly different for
type-1b and type-1s boutons (Figures 2B and 2C), con- in Figure 3B. -DGG reduced the amplitude, the mean
decay time constant, and the h value significantly. Thesistent with a linear relationship between quantal size
and vesicular volume (Karunanithi et al., 2002). The large decay time constant was affected more than the area
ratio h because the latter quantifies an early phase of for type-1b boutons indicates that the content of the
smaller vesicles is not sufficient to saturate the postsyn- the current decay (low efficacy of the antagonist due to
high glutamate concentrations), whereas the decay timeaptic glutamate receptors, whereas the lower  for type-
Quantal Currents and Fusion Pores
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constant quantifies a later phase of the current decay
(high efficacy of the antagonist due to low glutamate
concentrations). The moderate effect of this relatively
high concentration of -DGG on the peak current ampli-
tude in our preparation compared to other glutamatergic
synapses (Liu et al., 1999; Wadiche and Jahr, 2001) may
be due to shielding of the junction. Consistent with this
interpretation, the mean quantal amplitude was 91% 
5% of the control value 5 min after application of 30 M
NBQX in three experiments, whereas at other gluta-
matergic synapses lower NBQX concentrations suffice
to block EPSCs. For example, at the calyx of Held,
EPSCs are blocked to one-third of the control amplitude
with 70 nM NBQX (Schneggenburger et al., 1999). Fur-
thermore, quantal amplitude was 98% 4% of the con-
trol value 5 min after application of 1 mM glutamate in
two experiments, again suggesting shielding.
During the early phase of current decay, which is
quantified by the hump, the current should decay due to
desensitization. Desensitization of isolated Drosophila
glutamate receptors is slow (Heckmann and Dudel, 1997)
compared to the mean quantal decay time constant. With
faster desensitization, the hump should disappear. In
addition, faster desensitization may reduce decay time,
amplitude, and rise time but should not affect receptor
saturation. To test this, we studied quantal currents in
glutamate receptor mutants. Receptors of mutants lack-
ing the DGluRIIA subunit desensitized in the presence
of glutamate much faster than those from mutants lack-
ing the DGluRIIB subunit, which served as controls
(DiAntonio et al., 1999). As predicted, the mean quantal
amplitude, rise time, decay time, and area ratio h were
reduced in DGluRIIA/ compared with DGluRIIB/,
whereas the skewness of the amplitude distribution, and
thus receptor saturation, was not significantly different
(Figure 3D). We conclude that, except in mutants with
faster receptor desensitization, the EPSC decay appar-
ently monitors the time course of the cleft glutamate
concentration. But why does cleft glutamate remain ele-
vated?
Modeling the Time Course of GlutamateFigure 3. Neither Deactivation nor Desensitization Limit the Cur-
rent Decay in the Synaptic Cleft
(A) The rapidly unbinding glutamate receptor antagonist -DGG was To analyze the profile of cleft glutamate in a more quanti-
used to test whether receptor deactivation shapes the quantal de- tative manner, we modeled postsynaptic conductance
cay. Shown are distributions of the amplitude, rise time, decay time, changes in response to glutamate release. The simula-
and area ratio h of focally evoked quantal EPSCs before and 15 min
tions were done with a reality-based model similar toafter application of -DGG. The amplitude, decay time constant,
the ones for central glutamatergic synapses (Geiger etand area ratio h were reduced in -DGG (p 8.1	 107, 0.0026, and
al., 1999; Franks et al., 2003), adapted for our prepara-0.0011; n 544 and 461), whereas the rise time was not significantly
different (p  0.68). tion. Glutamate was released either instantaneously
(B) Summary of the -DGG effect on quantal EPSCs in 17 experi- from a point source above the receptor field into the
ments. The antagonist -DGG significantly shortens the current de- synaptic cleft or from a presynaptic vesicle through a
cay time constant. Thus, decays are not shaped by receptor deacti-
fusion pore. The modeling was carried out with two mainvation. It is conceivable that current decays reflect the time course
questions in mind. (1) Is the quantal decay consistentof cleft glutamate.
with instantaneous release? (2) If not, can a more realis-(C) Sustained cleft glutamate can only generate a hump if desensiti-
zation is slow. Shown are examples of focally evoked quantal EPSCs tic model including a vesicle and a fusion pore generate
from glutamate receptor mutants with rapidly desensitizing recep- the observed time course?
tors (DGluRIIA/; desensitization time constant in isolated patches, In the simulation that is shown in Figure 4A, a gluta-
2 ms) and glutamate receptor mutants with normal kinetics
mate diffusion coefficient (D ) of 1.5 	 106 cm2/s was(DGluRIIB/; time constant, 19 ms; DiAntonio et al., 1999).
used, and 10,000 glutamate molecules were released(D) Consistent with rapid desensitization, the mean quantal ampli-
instantaneously. Glutamate reached a peak of abouttude, rise time, decay time, and area ratio h were reduced in
DGluRIIA/ (p  0.0092, 0.019, 0.00073, and 0.00072; n  9 and 10 mM in the cleft (Figure 4B, blue line) and decayed
6) whereas the skewness and thus receptor saturation were not rapidly, as in comparable simulations of central gluta-
significantly different (p  0.72). matergic synapses (Geiger et al., 1999; Franks et al.,
Neuron
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Figure 4. The Time Course of Glutamate in the Synaptic Cleft
(A) To analyze the glutamate time course in the synaptic cleft in a quantitative manner, quantal events were simulated with a reality-based
model. The illustrative snapshot of the model was taken 1 s after the instantaneous release of 10,000 glutamate molecules from a point
source centered above a round field of color-coded receptors into the synaptic cleft (unbound receptors, yellow; bound receptors, green and
blue; open receptors, red; desensitized receptors, brown). (B) Plots of the glutamate concentration in the synaptic cleft (in blue) and the
number of open receptors (in black), with a measured, scaled, and inverted representative template (from Figure 1Ec) in gray versus time.
The simulated current decayed more rapidly than the template. (C) Evaluation of the number of open channels, rise time, decay time constant,
and area ratio h of simulated currents, as in (B), for numbers of instantaneously released glutamate molecules ranging from 1,000 to 56,000
and diffusion coefficients (D ) from 1 	 107 to 1 	 105 cm2/s. (D) The same plots, as viewed from above and limited in the z axis to a target
range (75 to 105 open channels; rise time, 0.25–0.5 ms; decay time, 2.5–4.5 ms; area ratio h, 1.35–1.65). The four target ranges do not overlap
anywhere. With large numbers of glutamate molecules, sufficient area values h are reached; then, however, rise time and decay time are
wrong. Thus, quantal shape cannot be reproduced with instantaneous release within this parameter range. (E) Illustration of a simulation with
release from a presynaptic vesicle through a fusion pore. The snapshot was taken 300 s after fusion pore opening; model parameters and
geometry are otherwise like those in (A). (F) (Upper panel) Fusion pore diameter and glutamate content of the vesicle in this simulation as a
function of time. The pore opens to an inner diameter of 0.65 nm for 1 ms and then dilates with a speed of 0.54 nm/ms. (Lower panel) Cleft
glutamate (in blue) reaches a lower peak concentration and decays more slowly than that in (B). The simulated current rise time (in black) fits
the template (in gray). (G) Evaluation of the number of open channels, rise time, decay time constant, and area ratio h of simulated currents,
like those in (F), with different delays prior to pore dilation at 0.54 nm/ms (black circles), 0.27 nm/ms (blue circles), and 4 nm/ms (red circles),
and with a nondilating pore (black square). While the decay time constant rises, the dependence of the area ratio h on time until pore dilation
is bell shaped. The area ratio h is larger with intermediate and low speeds of fusion pore dilation. A dependence of the decay time constant
and area ratio h on fusion pore kinetics is thus predicted.
2003). Ten thousand is a large number of glutamate This may answer the first question; apparently, the
quantal decay is not consistent with instantaneous re-molecules compared to the usually assumed 5000 mole-
cules but is not unreasonable in view of the relatively lease. However, one might argue that parameters other
than the mode of release are unrealistic and responsiblelarge vesicles in our preparation (Karunanithi et al.,
2002). Despite this substantial number of glutamate mol- for the bad fit in this simulation. Perhaps the number of
released molecules and/or the diffusion coefficient ofecules, the simulated current (Figure 4B, black line) de-
cayed much faster than the measured response (Figure glutamate in the cleft were wrong? To address this,
instantaneous release was simulated, with numbers of4B, gray line; an inverted, representative, and scaled
template). released glutamate molecules ranging from 1,000 to
Quantal Currents and Fusion Pores
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56,000 and D ranging from 1 	 105 to 1 	 107 cm2/s.
Figure 4C shows the number of open channels, rise and
decay time, and area ratio h in these simulations. The
persistent lack of agreement between simulated cur-
rents and experiments is more obvious when these plots
are viewed from above and limited in the z axis to the
target range (75 to 105 open channels; rise time, 0.25–
0.5 ms; decay time, 2.5–4.5 ms; h, 1.35–1.65; Figure 4D).
It is now apparent that the four target ranges do not
overlap anywhere. Reasonable area ratio h values were
reached only with very high numbers of glutamate mole-
cules, but then rise and decay times were inappropriate.
As an alternative, we tested noninstantaneous release
of 10,000 glutamate molecules from a presynaptic vesi-
cle through a narrow fusion pore (Figure 4E) (Klyachko
and Jackson, 2002; Gandhi and Stevens, 2003). The
vesicle emptied initially through a fusion pore with 0.65
nm diameter (Figure 4F, black line in upper panel). The
pore dilated after 1 ms, which accelerated vesicle emp-
tying (Figure 4F, red line in upper panel). This generated
a simulated current (Figure 4F, black line in lower panel)
that fits the template (Figure 4F, gray line in lower panel).
With 8000 molecules in a smaller vesicle, simulated cur-
rents with lower amplitude and slower rise time were
obtained, consistent with the data for type-1s and type-
1b boutons.
We then tested how the time and speed of pore dila-
tion affect the shape of the simulated currents. Remark-
Figure 5. Calcium- and Synaptotagmin-Dependent Quantal Decaysable are the increase of the decay time constant with
(A) Representative quantal EPSCs from wild-type larvae with highincreasing time until pore dilation and the bell-shaped
and low concentrations of extracellular calcium.
dependence of the area ratio h. With a delay of 1–2 ms, (B) The calcium dependence of the decay time constant is highly
the hump reaches a maximum. Without pore dilation (a significant (46 experiments). The area ratio h of the currents reaches
kiss-and-run scenario; Figure 4G, black squares), simu- a peak with intermediate calcium concentrations and decreases
with both increased and decreased calcium concentrations. This islated currents with small humps and long decay time
consistent with the interpretation that calcium controls the time untilconstants were obtained. In summary, the simulations
fusion pore dilation (see Figure 4G).suggest that fusion pore kinetics determine the time
(C) Examples of quantal EPSCs from mutants in which the expres-
course of glutamate discharge and the EPSC decay. sion level of either synaptotagmin I or synaptotagmin IV was in-
creased. Recording temperature, 16C  1C.
(D) In synaptotagmin IV mutants, the quantal amplitude and areaCalcium Controls Fusion Pore Dilation
ratio h were highly significantly larger (p  0.00053 and 0.00052;In neuroendocrine cells, the latency between fusion pore
n 9 and 8), and the skewness () of the quantal amplitude distribu-opening and bulk release decreases with increasing cal-
tions was lower than that in synaptotagmin I mutants (p  0.041,cium concentrations (Ferna´ndez-Chaco´n and Alvarez de one-sided). These data require a presynaptic interpretation and are
Toledo, 1995; Elhamdani et al., 2001). Therefore, we consistent with the hypothesis that synaptotagmin I and IV influence
studied the calcium dependence of quantal current fusion pores differentially.
shape (see also Behrends and ten Bruggencate, 1998).
Forty-six experiments were performed at seven con-
centrations (30 M–30 mM). While quantal amplitude and synaptotagmin IV is the substitution of a serine
was independent of calcium concentration (r0.0054; for an aspartate in the D3 position of the C2A domain.
p  0.97), a weak linear dependence was found for the Synaptotagmin IV does not bind phospholipids in a
rise time (r 0.43; p 0.0029). Remarkable, however, Ca2
-dependent manner and may inhibit release (Little-
are the increase of decay time with decreasing extracel- ton et al., 1999). The Ca2
 sensitivity for full fusion is
lular calcium concentration and the bell-shaped depen- higher with synaptotagmin I than with synaptotagmin
dence of the area ratio h (Figure 5B). With a calcium IV, and transfection with synaptotagmin IV shortens the
concentration of 1–3 mM, the hump reached a maxi- time from fusion pore opening to dilation and increases
mum. These data are consistent with the idea that cal- the frequency and duration of kiss-and-run events in
cium controls the delay until fusion pore dilation (cf. PC12 cells (Wang et al., 2001, 2003).
Figure 4G). Therefore, synaptic currents from larvae with in-
creased expression of either synaptotagmin I or synap-
totagmin IV were studied (Figure 5C). To ensure optimalSynaptotagmin Isoform-Dependent
Quantal Parameters temporal resolution, these recordings were performed
at a temperature of 16C 1C. While the quantal ampli-Synaptotagmin I and IV affect release differentially (Lit-
tleton et al., 1999; see also Robinson et al., 2002) and tude, skewness, and area ratio h were significantly dif-
ferent (Figure 5D), neither the rise time (0.516  0.044regulate fusion pores in neuroendocrine cells (Wang et
al., 2003). A key difference between synaptotagmin I versus 0.484  0.021 ms; p  0.923) nor the decay time
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for a block of fusion pore dilation (Figure 4G, right pan-
els), we found a significant concentration-dependent
increase of the decay time constant and a significant
decrease of the hump but no effect on the amplitude
and rise time (p  0.72 and 0.31).
In the kiss-and-run mode of release, fusion pores do
not dilate. Our simulations for a nondilating fusion pore
predict a prolongation of decay time and a decrease in
the area ratio h (Figure 4G, black squares). To test this
experimentally using a genetic approach, we studied
quantal current shape in endophilin null mutants (endo/),
which fail to take up FM1-43 in synaptic boutons but
are still able to sustain glutamate release (Verstreken et
al., 2002). In endo/, synaptic vesicles are depleted from
the bouton lumen, and only active-zone-associated syn-
aptic vesicles remain. These active-zone-associated
vesicles cannot be depleted, even by intense stimulation
(as judged by transmission electron microscopy), and
appear to sustain release by kiss-and-run (Verstreken
et al., 2002).
Quantal currents from a wild-type (wt) and endo/ are
shown in Figure 6C. Consistent with the predictions of
our simulations, the area ratio h was significantly reduced,
and the decay time constant significantly increased in
endo/ compared to wt (Figure 6D), while the quantal
amplitude (335  22 and 300  11 pA; p  0.213) and
skewness (0.62  0.09 and 0.60  0.08; p 0.929) were
not different. The significantly lower quantal rise time inFigure 6. Glutamate Release in the Kiss-and-Run Mode
endo/ could be due to higher glutamate concentration(A) Quantal EPSCs in controls and with 15 M staurosporine, which
in the vesicles (perhaps optimized glutamate loading toinhibits FM dye release in hippocampal neurons. (B) Staurosporine
did not affect current amplitudes and rise times significantly but compensate for the reduction in pool size) or slightly
increased decay time constants (p  0.012; 21 experiments) and larger fusion pores. In summary, the experimental data
decreased the area ratio h (p  0.00071). (C) Examples of quantal that are presented in Figures 5 and 6 are in line with
EPSCs from wild-type (wt) and endophilin null mutants (endo/). the predictions of our simulations and suggest that the
endo/ fail to take up FM1-43 into synaptic vesicles and release
kinetics of the vesicle fusion pore and the molecularglutamate only in the kiss-and-run mode. (D) The current rise time
composition of the release machinery regulate EPSCwas reduced (p  0.0014), the decay time constant increased (p 
0.041), and the area ratio h was reduced (p  0.0033) in endo/ decays.
compared to wt. Summary plots of mean data  SEM from ten
and eight experiments in wt and endo/, respectively. Recording Discussiontemperature in (C) and (D), 16C  1C. The effects on both the area
ratio h and the decay time constant are expected for nondilating
We used focal recordings and simulations to addressfusion pores (Figure 4G, black squares).
the factors that determine the shape of glutamatergic
EPSCs at Drosophila neuromuscular junctions. Our main(7.67  1.20 versus 7.95  0.41 ms; p  0.248) was
conclusion is that the glutamate concentration transientaltered significantly by synaptotagmin I and IV. These
in the synaptic cleft is shaped by delayed vesicle empty-data clearly require a presynaptic interpretation and are
ing that is controlled by the kinetics of the fusion pore.consistent with the hypothesis that synaptotagmin I and
This investigation was triggered by the unexpectedIV influence fusion pores differentially. The lower quantal
time course of quantal EPSCs at Drosophila neuromus-amplitude and larger skewness with synaptotagmin I
cular junctions. One might ask why we observe humpsare consistent with the finding that vesicles with synap-
and why they were not described for other synapses intotagmin I are on average smaller than those with synap-
which quantal shape has been studied in detail, verte-totagmin IV in PC12 cells (Wang et al., 2003), and the
brate endplates in particular. Vertebrate neuromusculardifference in the area ratio h may arise from the different
junctions have a wider synaptic cleft (about 50 nm) com-Ca2
 sensitivities of synaptotagmin I and IV.
pared to glutamatergic synapses (only 10–20 nm). In
addition, an enzyme for very rapid transmitter degrada-Glutamate Discharge during Kiss-and-Run
tion is present in high concentrations at endplates (An-Protein kinase C increases the speed of fusion pore
glister et al., 1994), but no comparable enzyme is presentdilation in neuroendocrine cells (Scepek et al., 1998).
in our preparation. With a narrow cleft and without rapidTherefore, different concentrations of the nonselective
degradation, even molecules escaping from a nearlykinase inhibitor staurosporine, which inhibits FM dye
empty vesicle have a chance to open receptors. Further-release in hippocampal neurons (Klingauf et al., 1998),
more, bursts of receptor channel openings are shorterwere applied, and synaptic current shape was evaluated
in our preparation and thus better suited to report changesto test the hypothesis that the quantal time course is
different without pore dilation (Figure 6B). As expected of transmitter concentration in the synaptic cleft. There-
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et al., 2002). We found a reduction of the hump and
prolongation of the decay time for kiss-and-run. Varia-
tions in fusion pore kinetics provide an explanation for
characteristic EPSC decay time courses. Weak focal
stimulation is likely to be much less efficient in opening
calcium channels and raising intracellular calcium than
an action potential. Thus, in AP-evoked release the intra-
cellular calcium signal is expected to be higher. The
reduction of the hump in elevated calcium concentra-
tions (Figure 5B) suggests that the absence of a hump
in AP-evoked currents is also due to early dilation of
the fusion pore (cf. Figure 4G).
The curious shape of quantal EPSCs, which triggeredFigure 7. Postfusional Control of Glutamate Release Shapes EPSC
Decays this study, is due to a variable delay between initial pore
Schematic illustration of the key findings. EPSC decays are shaped opening and pore dilation. We show that calcium inflow
by the kinetics of the fusion pore (in blue). Shown are representative and the molecular composition of the release machinery
quantal EPSCs from endo/ (taken from Figure 6C) and wild-type affect this and regulate glutamate discharge through the
(Figure 1Ea), respectively, and an AP-evoked, compound EPSC (Fig- fusion pore. Apart from the fundamental importance ofure 1C). The substantially different decay time courses are due to
this issue, the fusion pore is likely to be a key elementdifferences in fusion pore kinetics. In endo/, glutamate is released
in the regulation of synaptic strength (Choi et al., 2000;in the kiss-and-run mode (nondilating fusion pore; lower left panel),
whereas delayed dilation (lower middle panel) generates a hump. Renger et al., 2001; Zakharenko et al., 2002) and thus
Early and fast fusion pore dilation (lower right panel), as in AP- deserves considerable attention. Despite substantial
evoked EPSCs or quantal EPSCs in high calcium concentration, progress, the molecular composition of the fusion pore
generates no hump. Scale bar, 5 ms. remains elusive (Almers, 2001). Drosophila, with its pow-
erful genetics, in combination with the excellent experi-
mental accessibility of the neuromuscular junctions,fore, prolonged transmitter discharge from individual
may be suitable for the study of kinetics and the molecu-vesicles is more likely to become detectable in our prep-
lar composition of fusion pores in more detail.aration.
The hypothesis of quantal release from presynaptic
Experimental Proceduresvesicles (del Castillo and Katz, 1954; Katz, 1971) requires
a connection of the vesicle interior and the synaptic cleft Stocks
and thus formation of some kind of fusion pore. If the Drosophila were kept on standard medium in bottles at 20C  2C.
Wild-type Oregon R flies served as controls. MHC-CD8-GFP-Sh withfusion pore is large or expands rapidly, transmitter is
GFP-labeled synaptic junctions (Zito et al., 1999) were used fordumped into the synaptic cleft almost instantaneously
Figure 2. Glutamate receptor mutant Drosophila (Figure 3) were(Khanin et al., 1994). If, on the other hand, the pore is
obtained as described in DiAntonio et al. (1999). For increased syn-small or dilates slowly, the pore diameter and speed
aptotagmin I and IV expression (Figure 5), female offspring from
of dilation control vesicle emptying. Release through crosses of virgin C155 elav-Gal4 xchrs with p[UAS-HA-syt]yw;Fla1/
nondilated fusion pores in neuroendocrine cells gener- TM3 and UAS1204#1-1xchrs sytIV, respectively, were collected (Lit-
tleton et al., 1999; Robinson et al., 2002). endo/ (Figure 6) wereates “foot” signals (Chow et al., 1992; Alvarez de Toledo
obtained from stocks of w;endo1/TM6B, Hu Tb flies, as describedet al., 1993). In recent years, considerable progress has
in Verstreken et al. (2002).been made regarding the regulation of transmitter re-
lease through nondilating fusion pores, and substantial
Focal Recordings
evidence has accumulated that suggests that fusion Third instar larvae were dissected, pinned on Sylgard, and moved
pore kinetics affect transmitter discharge from neuroen- to a recording chamber that was perfused with standard saline (HL3
solution; Stewart et al., 1994) containing 70 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl,docrine vesicles (reviewed by Burgoyne and Barclay,
1.5 mM CaCl2, 20 mM MgCl2, 10 mM NaHCO3, 5 mM trehalose, 1152002). For glutamatergic synapses, the role of this mech-
mM sucrose, and 5 mM HEPES (pH adjusted to 7.4). In experimentsanism remained controversial because, with compar-
with different Ca2
 concentrations (Figures 5A and 5B), Mg2
 wasable fusion pore diameters, smaller vesicles, such as
reduced to 1.5 mM, and NaCl was adjusted to maintain the solution
the ones present at glutamatergic synapses, are ex- osmolarity. All recordings were done on abdominal muscles 6 and
pected to empty rapidly. Recently, Klyachko and Jack- 7 at 20C  2C or 16C  1C where indicated. The lower tempera-
ture was used to ensure adequate current rise time resolution. Inson (2002) found that the pores of small, clear vesicles
experiments with nerve stimulation, the nerve was sucked into anare much narrower than those of large, dense-core vesi-
electrode and depolarized with 0.2 ms current pulses with ampli-cles, and Gandhi and Stevens (2003) showed a remark-
tudes that were slightly above the threshold for eliciting an actionable fusion pore selectivity. Assuming glutamate dis-
potential, at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. Tetrodotoxin (TTX; 0.2 M) was
charge through such a fusion pore allowed us to added to the standard saline, except in experiments with nerve
reproduce the shapes of quantal synaptic currents in our stimulation, to prevent action potentials in the axon and to ensure
graded depolarization of the terminals. The recording electrode waspreparation (Figure 4F).
prepared either from Kimax glass, with an opening of about 5–10mFurthermore, experimental interventions that alter fu-
diameter below the tip and a resistance of 250 k when filled withsion pores in neuroendocrine cells caused dramatic
standard saline, or from quartz glass, with an oxy-hydrogen pullerchanges in the decay time course of EPSCs. The central
(Dudel et al., 2000), and bent to the desired angle for the recordings
scenarios are summarized in Figure 7. A key point is the of Figure 2. The recording electrodes were connected to an amplifier
quantal current shape in endo/ mutants, which release of the type described by Dudel (1992), and brief (1 ms) stimulation
pulses with amplitudes of about0.1A were applied at a frequencyglutamate through a nondilating fusion pore (Verstreken
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of 5 Hz to evoke release. Current responses were filtered at 10 kHz (SEM). To determine significance, either the Wilcoxon two-sample
test or the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test was used.with the internal four-pole Bessel filter of the amplifier and recorded
with ISO2 software (MFK Computer, Niedernhausen, Germany) at a p values below 0.05 were regarded as significant. In the figures,
significance is marked with asterisks; *p  0.05; **p  0.01;sampling rate of 50 kHz with 12 bit resolution. A decrease of current
rise time, from an average of 0.64  0.07 ms at 16 to 0.29  0.01 ***p  0.001.
ms at 34 in trial experiments (n 5; p  0.032), indicated adequate
temporal resolution. Simulations
Monte Carlo simulations of quantal events were performed with
Data Evaluation MCell 2.50 (Stiles et al., 2000), a program that is designed to model
The current traces, usually 5000 per experiment, were offset ad- three-dimensional random walk diffusion and reaction kinetics in
justed; sliding local averages of ten failures were subtracted, and complex spatial environments reflecting realistic cellular ultrastruc-
all traces with failures or multiquantal release were discarded. For ture, on a 24 processor IBM Regatta p690 POWER 4 system. Gluta-
the remaining traces (300 to 600 per experiment), peak amplitude mate diffusion was simulated with a time step of 250 ps to generate
and 10%–90% rise time were determined for events that passed a accurate concentration gradients at diffusion barrier bottlenecks,
threshold of50 to100 pA. The decay of these currents was fitted in particular the fusion pore (Stiles et al., 2000). A diffusion coefficient
from 60% of the peak with a monoexponential function in a 10–25 (D ) of 1.5 	 106 cm2/s was assumed, somewhat lower than that of
ms window. For the hump evaluation (Figure 1G), the currents were glutamine in aqueous solution (Longsworth, 1953), unless indicated
digitally filtered to 3 kHz. The function I(t ) represents these sampled otherwise. The pre- and postsynaptic sides of the junction were
data. The fit to the decay defined the function Idecay(t ) and its parame- modeled as planar sheets, 2 m on each side, separated by a 10 nm
ters A, t0, and : cleft, with one central presynaptic glutamate release site and one
postsynaptic receptor field directly across from it (Figures 4A and
4E). The postsynaptic receptors (a total of 160) were arranged likeIdecay(t)  A · exptt0  (1) putative receptor sites in freeze-fracture images of comparable syn-
apses (Govind et al., 1994) in a round field of 0.0225 m2 at aAn idealized trace Ifit(t ) was constructed by approximating first the density of 3500 m2 and 1750 m2 in the inner 30% and the outerrising phase of I(t ) as the linear function Irise(t ). field, respectively, and surrounded by annular-shaped pre- and




· (t  t1) (2) a distance of 200–300 nm from the center of the receptor field. The
postsynaptic receptors were modeled using the reaction scheme
t1 is the instant of the zero crossing of Irise(t ), t2 is the instant of from Heckmann et al. (1996) with the following kinetic rate constants:
maximal rise of I(t ), and t3 is the instant of Irise(t ) passing Imax, the k1, 1.8 	 107 M1s1; k1, 4 	 103 s1; k2, 1.4 	 107 M1s1; k2, 5 	
peak value of I(t ) (cf. “1,” “2,” and “3” in Figure 1G). Idecay(t ) was then 103 s1; , 1.9	 104 s1; , 104 s1; d2, 500 s1; d2, 6 s1; d1, 100 s1;
extrapolated and shifted horizontally by t until it intersected with d1, 1.2 s1; k3, 1.4	 107 s1; k3, 5 	 103 s1, similar to the scheme
Irise(t ) on the same ordinate value as the peak current Imax. t was and rate constants that were proposed for hippocampal AMPA re-
thus defined as ceptors by Jonas et al. (1993). Glutamate release was implemented
one of two ways. With “instantaneous release” all glutamate ap-








membrane over the center of the receptor field (Franks et al., 2003).
Alternatively, glutamate was released from a presynaptic vesicle,
which is modeled as a cube (Stiles et al., 1996) with an inner edge
Then, the function Ifit(t ) was assembled from Irise(t ) and Idecay(t 
 t ). length of 24 nm, corresponding to a volume of 14 zL (Karunanithi
et al., 2002), through a cylindrical fusion pore with a length of 8 nm
Ifit(t)  Irise (t); t  t3Idecay (t 
 t); t  t3 (4) and an initial diameter of 0.65 nm (Klyachko and Jackson, 2002),
unless noted otherwise. The pore diameter remained constant or
The integral of Ifit(t ) is the area F. The area under the recorded current dilated stepwise (every 10 s) at 0.27, 0.54, or 4.0 nm/ms. At least
is Q. three runs of a simulation were averaged, and the rise time, decay




Ifit (t ) dt (5) for recorded currents. Cleft glutamate was assessed as the average
concentration in the volume of the cleft above the receptor field.




I (t ) dt (6) rendered with the open source ray-tracing program POV-Ray 3.5
for Linux.
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